THE HEART & SOUL OF SEATTLE

Experience ClubLife at Columbia Tower Club & The Collective
WELCOME HOME
Seattle is home to an eclectic community. A place where individuals of different paths meet and collaborate. Artists. Environmentalists. Entrepreneurs. Innovators. A community like this needs the perfect setting for them to come together.

Columbia Tower Club and The Collective are the private social clubs where they unite, inspire, transform and build their community. By obtaining a dual membership, you’ll become part of this community.

Each club has its own personality. Spend a morning working on your latest concept at Columbia Tower Club. Then spend an afternoon working on your mind and soul at The Collective. Then join with others for the breaking of bread at one of our fulfilling dining spaces at either.

Your community is waiting for you.
COLUMBIA TOWER CLUB

Located high above Seattle, Columbia Tower Club is a launchpad for inspiring conversations and thoughtful interactions. Our refreshed clubhouse is an intentional space where different backgrounds, perspectives and dreams collide.

WORK
Coworking has never been more inspiring. Our coworking suite allows you to hunker down to get work done or collaborate with your team on the big idea. Easy to gather or pull away, our space can fit your needs while oozing warmth and natural elegance.

PLAY
We believe in the sharing of meals. Break bread with each other at either Hunt + Gather or Harvest. Two distinct spaces, two different offerings. At Hunt + Gather, lights go down and music goes up. At Harvest, delight your taste buds with our savory cuisine.

LIVE
A daily respite for both the modern-day businessperson and the active urban dweller, the anytime lounge is sacred to Members morning, noon to night. Engage with each other through power breakfast, local brews or the camaraderie of fun games.
Located only steps from Seattle’s defining landmark, the Space Needle, The Collective is an urban clubhouse for the mind, body and soul. We’re a community based on shared interests and common ventures—a place where like minds collaborate.

**RELAX**
Our spaces, Alpenglow and High Tide, are both a basecamp and a launchpad for our community to gather and foster dreams in a collaborative environment. Relax in our hammock garden. Turn off in our tech-free zone. Give back with our social impact fund.

**NOURISH**
Eating together creates and nurtures lasting relationships. At High Tide, you’ll enjoy locally sourced, organic and fulfilling meals or a spot to enjoy a few drinks with friends after a day’s labor.

**GET INVOLVED**
Our gatherings are the backbone of our community. Here, our Members share their passions and create genuine bonds. Whether you’re a foodie, an outdoors enthusiast, music lover or more, you’ll stimulate your soul.
Your community is waiting for you.

SCHEDULE A TOUR TODAY

206.880.3489 // alexandra@collectiveseattle.com

@columbiatower // columbia-tower.com

@collectiveseattle // collectiveseattle.com